
REVIEWS 
T H E W I L D F O W L T R U S T : E I G H T H ANNUAL R E P O R T , 

1954-1956. Edited by PETER SCOTT and HUGH BOYD. (Country 
Life, London, 1957). 156 pages, 24 plates, many text-figures, 
line-drawings and tables. 10s. 
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original scientific papers were included for the first time. The 
increasing complexity of papers on population dynamics has, how
ever, led to some reversal of this policy, so that the present report 
includes a number of short papers but leaves the more involved 
subjects for other journals. 

The programme of wildfowl counts and ringing, which provides 
the raw material for the population studies, has been continued 
successfully. In the 1955-56 season, for example, 5,822 ducks and 
1,144 geese were ringed. Mallard (Anas platyrhynchos) and Teal 
(A. crecca) predominated in the ducks and the next most numerous 
were Wigeon (A. penelope) with about 150. Very few diving 
ducks are ringed in this country. The geese were mostly Pink-
footed (Anser arvensis brachyrhynchus), and two " round-ups" of 
Canada Geese (Branta canadensis) were made at the request of 
landowners, surplus birds being released in Anglesey, Stafford
shire, Pembrokeshire and Hyde Park, London. For the benefit of 
future students it seems a pity that details are not given of the 
number introduced in each locality. 

Wildfowl counts were made at 526 localities regularly (146 
coastal and 380 inland), and at another 187 occasionally,in the 
first of the winters concerned. The duck totals are considered 
to be open to suspicion statistically if over 10% of the waters, or 
if waters normally providing more than 10% of the ducks, are 
missed on any particular date. By this criterion adequate counts 
were obtained on single dates in October, November, December 
and March, while the January figure satisfied the standard laid 
down but may be biased owing to poor cover in Scotland. The 
November and December counts embraced over 190,000 birds. 
Taking the latter month as an example, there were 62,000 Mallard, 
26,000 Teal, 83,000 Wigeon, 2,000 Pintail (Anas acuta) and over 
1,000 Shoveller (Spatula clypeata), and in these figures the inter
polation does not exceed 10%. Diving ducks consisted of nearly 
8,000 Pochard (Aythya ferina), over 9,000 Tufted Duck (A. 
fuligula) and little over 1,000 Goldeneye (Bucephala clangula), 
the interpolations being less than 1%. While the Mallard and 
Wigeon were fairly evenly spread, the Teal were more 
concentrated in the South and Midlands. Most of the Pintail are 
found in less than 25 favoured areas, the majority of the birds 
being in the N . W . Midlands. A total for the whole country of 
almost 4,500 Pintail was found in February, the largest numbers 
being in that month and in March. It is surprising to read that 
the number of waters carrying over a hundred birds was only 19 
for Pochard and 30 for Tufted Duck, and details of the number 
of large reservoirs not included in the data would be welcome. 
Indeed, some indication of all the chief wildfowl haunts not 
covered by the counts would make the results of more interest 
and value. The Irish figures included in the counts are doubtfully 
representative of that country, being based on only 16 waters out 
of the sample of 526. 
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In a note on the development of the Trus t ' s programme of 
scientific research, G. V. T. Matthews includes among current 
projects investigations into the use of aerial survey methods of 
estimating wildfowl numbers and into food preferences. Combined 
with a project to study critically the nature and distribution of 
wildfowl habitats, this programme is aimed primarily at acquir
ing knowledge which will assist in the conservation of wildfowl. 
Close liaison with the Nature Conservancy offers hope of the 
eventual realization of plans for a series of wildfowl refuges spread 
over the country. 

At Slimbridge experience suggests that a very wet breeding 
season may have a bearing on the incidence of Aspergillosis, 
pathogenic mould being found in a number of fertile eggs that 
failed to hatch, while a relatively large number of goslings 
succumbed to Mycosis. Provision of "relatively fast-flowing 
wa te r " through the rearing pens avoided the former concentra
tion of water fleas (Daphnia pulex) which had been the host of 
Acuaria uncinata, a worm inhabiting the proventriculus and caus
ing wasting and subsequent death. In addition work is proceeding 
on studies of the parasites of the Anatidae, and material is 
provided to other institutions and individual scientists for 
specialized researches. 

A report on wild geese at Slimbridge in the seasons 1954-56 
includes a summary of the occurrence of species other than the 
White-fronted (Anser a. albifrons) in the last ten years. Pink-
footed Geese used to occur in the thirties in numbers ranging from 
annual peaks of 550 to 1,250, but declined to the present level of 
50 to 100 or so between 1938 and 1941. Lesser White-fronted 
(A. erythropus) and Bean Geese (A. a. arvensis) have each occurred 
in nine of the last ten years, and the number of the former seen 
since 1945 is now at least 30. Until quite recently there used to 
be quite large numbers of Anser a. albifrons towards the end of 
December, but in the last few years the greatest numbers have 
been in February and early March. In this case regular counts 
have revealed a changing pattern of seasonal distribution for 
which no cause is yet known. 

In a paper on "Summer recoveries of Wigeon, Pintail, Shoveler 
and Tufted Duck ringed in Bri tain", Hugh Boyd discusses the 
possible sources of error in using recoveries as a true sample, 
the chief of which appears to be that there may be more shooting 
in the breeding season in the U.S.S .R. than in Scandinavia and 
Finland, thus exaggerating the importance of the U.S.S.R. as a 
source of our wintering ducks. Moreover, most of the duck 
ringing in the British Isles has been in the south of England, an 
important factor in any attempt at analysing recovery data for 
British-ringed birds. Possibly due to greater protection, surpris
ingly few Wigeon have been recovered in the breeding areas out
side the U.S.S.R. , and there is an important concentration of 
recoveries in the lower basin of the River Ob (ca. 6s°N. , 65°E.) 
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east of the Ural Mountains. No Wigeon ringed in Britain have 
yet been recovered in Iceland in summer, but as 45 Iceland-
ringed Wigeon have been recovered here it seems that they do 
not normally penetrate the south of England where most of the 
ringing has been done. 

Of 17 Pintail recoveries none have been west of 20°E., south 
of about 52°N. or east of 72°E. Wigeon have reached 86°E. 
Only three of the 17 have been in Asia. The few recoveries of 
British-ringed Shoveler come only from the north-western 
extremity of the Palaearctic range of the species, north-east to 
66°N. and 58°E. Most of the Tufted Duck recoveries come 
from northern Russia down to about 47°N., but it should be 
noted that 19 of the 21 recoveries were of birds ringed in London 
or Essex. 
. The conclusion is drawn that the ducks coming in winter to 

south and east England are principally from N . W . Russia and 
Finland. There is another short paper by Boyd on the physical 
and climatic features of N . W . Russia so far as they are likely to 
affect the duck population. 

In a note on "Recoveries of British-ringed Grey Lag Geese" 
(Anser anser) Boyd finds that the evidence from 13 recoveries out 
of 50 birds ringed in Iceland between 1932 and 1938 and from 
84 recoveries out of 431 birds ringed in the British Isles all 
suggests that the Icelandic! population probably winters exclusively 
in Britain. Though the series available is a small one, the annual 
death-rate is estimated to be very similar to that of Pinkfeet, 
namely 23 .1% + 2.19% compared with 26% + 1.6%, and to that 
of Whitefronts which is about 2 8 % . 

Counts in all the chief haunts of Anser a. albifrons in this 
country in February 1956 suggest a total of about 6,600, and it is 
hazarded that in recent years the population has varied between 
about 4,000 and 8,000 except in January 1947, when there may 
have been as many as 10,500. As already noted for the Slimbridge 
flock, a large part of the population in recent years has delayed 
its arrival until February. There are only a dozen or so areas 
where White-fronted Geese of the typical race occur in numbers 
with any regularity. In a series of mortality calculations it is 
suggested that out of an average British winter population of 7,000 
the total annual losses are 2,420. This seems a substantial figure, 
particularly when it is taken into account that the total N . W . 
European wintering population of this goose is only some 
15-20,000. Yet the population is said to maintain itself. 

Other papers deal in narrative form with the travels of members 
of the staff to Uganda and the Delta Waterfowl Research Station, 
with conservation problems in North America and the use of hand-
reared birds for supplementing wild populations, and with 
problems of ringing geese in the Canadian Arctic. Among the 
usual interesting collection of photographs of captive and wild 
birds one of the display of the European Goldeneye is notable. 
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The report has again been noticed in some detail as there has 
long been a tendency for papers on the geese and ducks to be 
excluded from the normal ornithological literature. The 
maintenance of a trained scientific staff at Slimbridge is yielding 
results which are now overflowing into other journals, and the 
increasing contacts between specialists in the Anatidae and other 
zoologists are a welcome development in which the support of the 
Nature Conservancy has played no small part. R. C. HOMES 

A POPULATION STUDY O F P E N G U I N S . By 
L. E. RICHDALE. (Oxford University Press, London, 1957). 195 
pages, 2 plates. 42s. 

IN SPITE OF the remoteness of their breeding-grounds, penguins 
are becoming one of the better known groups of birds. 
L. E. Richdale has made a major contribution to this knowledge 
through his eighteen years ' work on the Yellow-eyed Penguin 
(Megadyptes antipodes) in New Zealand, which has resulted in one 
of the most detailed studies yet made on any avian species. This 
study is now available in two volumes: the first, Sexual Behaviour 
in Penguins (Kansas, 1951), was concerned with behaviour, while 
the present volume deals with problems of population. 

For an animal with such a long life span—once full maturity is 
reached, the expectation of life is more than six years, and this 
figure does not fall appreciably in the next fifteen—a long term 
study was essential for elucidating the dynamics of population 
structure. Dr. Richdale's persistence was amply rewarded. By 
following individuals from year to year he was able not only to 
obtain detailed data on the survival and movement of individuals, 
but also to construct a detailed picture of the composition of the 
community. Especially notable are his data on the influence of 
age on breeding biology. Although breeding may start in the 
second year, full breeding maturity is not reached until the fifth. 
In the intervening years the adolescent birds shift from one breed
ing-place to another more than adults, breed later, lay smaller 
eggs and smaller clutches, and do not attain full fertility: full 
sexual maturity is thus achieved very gradually. 

Another section of exceptional interest is the chapter on moult
ing, where data on its occurrence, duration and consequences are 
presented. These show that the birds lose about 45% of their 
initial weight in moulting—though, since they become heavier just 
beforehand, this loss represents only about 15% of the normal 
weight. 

The Yellow-eyed Penguin differs in a number of respects from 
the other species which have been studied. It is sedentary, does 
not breed in large colonies, and the nests are more or less isolated 
from each other. Although Dr. Richdale was concerned primarily 
with this one species, he has had opportunity with six others which 
occurred in the area, and has made a wide study of the literature 
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on the group. The result is a book filled with a unique 
collection of data—data which are ably summarized in the 87 
tables. The book is so well written that even with this mass of 
information it is still very easy to read. Many biologists will, 
however, regret that an author who has made such a remarkable 
field study and gained such close insight into the life of a species 
should be so reticent in presenting his views on the significance of 
the da ta : more detailed theoretical discussion, placing the facts 
against a more extensive biological background, would have been 
a valuable addition to many of the chapters. R .A.H. 

T H E RING. Edited by D R . W . RYDZEWSKI, I , Altyre Road, 
Croydon, Surrey. Nos. 1-11 (October 1954-May 1957). Published 
quarterly in February, May, August and November. Annual 
subscription 16s. 

To HAVE ESTABLISHED The Ring within the space of three years 
as a self-supporting bulletin with a circulation in thirty-eight 
countries is an achievement of which Dr. Rydzewski may 
justifiably feel proud. Its success is a measure not only of his 
enterprise and diligence, but also of the value of the service it 
provides. 

Creatures so mobile as birds cannot always be studied within 
the narrow confines of political boundaries, and the particular 
merit of The Ring is that it provides a practical forum for the 
regular international exchange of ideas and information relating 
to ringing. Its influence may be seen already in the improved 
format of the annual Report of the Bird Ringing Committee, and 
in the new ring sizes now being introduced in this country. Apart 
from sponsoring this standardized form of report for international 
adoption, it has conducted an exhaustive survey of the multiplicity 
of ring types now in use (with some very apposite contributions 
from the ring manufacturers on the wastefulness of this diversity) 
and reviewed the various punch-card systems employed to facilitate 
the analysis of recoveries. 

Topics of more general interest include regular progress reports 
from ringing schemes and observatories in many countries, details 
of new trapping methods, longevity tables, and selected lists of 
outstanding recoveries. The regular notices of recent publications 
devoted to ringing, classified under such headings as " R e p o r t s " , 
"Analytical Studies", "Technique" , cover many countries and are 
a valuable source of reference. ROBERT SPENCER 

W I L D F O W L O F T H E B R I T I S H ISLES. By PETER SCOTT 
and HUGH BOYD. (Country Life, London, 1957). 64 pages, 16 
colour plates. 21s. 

A STEADILY growing interest in wildfowl is to some extent reflected 
in the County Bird Reports where prominence is given to the 
movements and numbers of the Anatidae observed annually on 
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coastal and inland waters. This book will serve to stimulate that 
interest, for in addition to the full colour plates it provides useful 
information for the beginner as well as up-to-date facts for the 
more advanced students of the subject. The authors describe the 
work as primarily a picture book presenting the likenesses of all 
wildfowl so far recorded as having occurred in a wild' state in the 
British Isles, together with three species—Canada and Egyptian 
Geese (Branta canadensis and Alopochen aegyptiacus) and 
Mandarin Duck (Aix galericulata)—originally introduced by Man 
and now established in a feral state. 

The plates, arranged like the text in the order swans, geese, 
ducks, are on the whole exceptionally good, and both the artist— 
Peter Scott—and the publishers are to be complimented on the high 
Standard of originals and reproduction. It is disappointing, how
ever, to find that, except for a frontispiece of Mallard (Anas 
platyrhynchos), there are no pictures of ducks in flight, because 
wing-patterns are such a valuable aid to the identification of birds 
of this group. Finer points of detail such as bill and leg colour 
are carefully portrayed and even the marked differences of iris 
colour between male and female of both Red-crested (Netta rufina) 
and European Pochard (Ay thy a nyroca) have not been overlooked. 
Plate 3—the grey geese—is worthy of perusal by anyone who has 
some problem of field identification of these " t r i cky" birds. 

Forty-seven of the fifty-eight pages of main text are devoted to 
an equal number of species, each having a paragraph on Identi
fication, Voice, Range, British Distribution, Nests, and Food. 
Of necessity this information is very much condensed, but in 
general the coverage of each species is adequate. 

The summaries of each species' range are an important contri
bution, but the British breeding distribution of some ducks tends to 
be vague . , In particular, the Shoveler (Spatula clypeata) is given 
as common and increasing, yet there is reason to believe that 
this species has received a sharp set-back in some southern and 
eastern counties over the past five years. Details of incubation 
and fledging periods are disappointing, as the practice of giving 
authorities is largely discontinued after Bewick's Swan (Cygnus 
bewickii). Two observers have given fledging periods of the Snow 
Goose (Anser caerulescens) two weeks earlier than is mentioned 
on page 23 ; and four authorities have given fledging periods of 
the Goldeneye (Bucephala clangula), whereas on page 51 the 
remarks are "fledging period not recorded". Young Teal (Anas 
creccd) are reported as being able to fly at 34 weeks, a statement 
which might be worth checking back to its original source as the 
period seems to be unusually short. 

Statements like "when under protection the Mallard may 
occasionally rear two broods" and, with reference to the Shelduck 
(Tadorna tadorna), that incubation is by the female "apparently, 
occasionally assisted by the male" lose much of their value when 
there is no indication of the authority for such reports. Wi th a 
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bird like the Shelduck which, the authors tell us, nests chiefly in 
burrows, we should want to know how it was disproved that the 
male had only gone into the nest-site while the female had slipped 
away from the nest beforehand without meeting her mate. This is 
but one of the questions the statement poses. 

Remarks concerning the origin of Whooper Swans (Cygnus 
cygnus) wintering in Britain are not altogether convincing because 
there is no information as to whether they are supported by ring
ing recoveries. Ringing returns published in this journal over 
the past decade do not furnish a lot of evidence showing that 
our wintering Whoopers come mainly from Iceland. 

Other chapters include "A Guide to Wildfowl Li terature" and a 
"Selected Bibliography", both of which are among the more 
valuable aspects of this useful little book^ ERIC GILLHAM 

T H E H A W F I N C H . By GUY MOUNTFORT. (Collins "New 
Natural is t" , London, 1957). xii + 176 pages, 18 photographs, 32 
drawings and maps. 18s. 
F E W small birds are more elusive and difficult to observe than the 
Hawfinch and it is therefore with both pleasure and some surprise 
that one finds what a large amount of careful and first-hand 
observation is contained in this monograph. The author has not, 
however, been content therewith, as he might justifiably have 
been, but has combed the literature for all possible information 
on every aspect of his subject. Although the live Hawfinch in the 
field is obviously his real love, he has gone to great pains to make 
his book complete and spared no trouble in the consultation of 
other authorities when so-doing. Taxonomic characters, the 
musculature of the jaws and head, world distribution and the 
parasites of the Hawfinch are all dealt with, besides its behaviour 
and ecology in Britain and elsewhere. 

Perhaps at times the author 's love of his subject gets the better 
of him, as when he maintains that " I n its complicated behaviour 
and in the elaborate nature of its display the Hawfinch stands alone 
among European b i rds" . But this is surely a fault on the right 
side, since without such enthusiasm as it implies Mr. Mountfort 
would hardly have learned so much about so difficult a bird. One 
could wish, perhaps, that more attempts had been made to answer 
some of the queries inevitably aroused by this fascinating account. 
Why , for example, should the relatively unpersecuted Hawfinch 
show, as it apparently does, greater and more consistent fear of 
man than even such relentlessly hunted species as the Bullfinch, 
Jay and Woodpigeon? The reviewer would consider the behaviour 
instanced as parental discipline (pp. 90-91) to be nothing more than 
simple re-directed aggression. 

In conclusion one can say that no Hawfinch addicts should fail 
to get this book. They may be sure that if they are lucky enough to 
learn any fact about the bird that is not therein, their observations 
will almost certainly be previously unknown. D.G. 
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